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This book collects for the first time a compendium of
poems written in English by brigadists, sanitary personnel
and journalists that participated or were involved in the
Spanish Civil War, as well as by intellectuals, writers and
journalists that supported the republican cause from the
outside. The anthology starts from a previous historical
framework in which this poetic legacy has been
contextualized, to know where, when, how and why these
poems were written, and who wrote them or who were
their protagonists. All these analyses have served to
understand the causes of why this poetic legacy has been
denied and has not received the recognition it deserves
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today.
This twentieth-century history of Guatemala begins with an
analysis of the Grand Tikal Futura, a postmodern shopping
mall with a faux-Mayan facade that is surrounded by a
landscape of gated subdivisions, evangelical churches,
motels, Kaqchikel-speaking villages, and some of the most
poverty-stricken ghettos in the hemisphere.
A dictionary for English and Spanish speakers that contains
over 80,000 entries of common words, phrases, and idioms
used in each language.
Billboard
Italy and the Cultural Politics of World War I
Ten Key Films
The Spanish Civil War
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The Californians
Children's Literature and Culture of the First World War

The Britannica Enciclopedia Moderna covers all fields of
knowledge, including arts, geography, philosophy,
science, sports, and much more. Users will enjoy a
quick reference of 24,000 entries and 2.5 million words.
More then 4,800 images, graphs, and tables further
enlighten students and clarify subject matter. The
simple A-Z organization and clear descriptions will
appeal to both Spanish speakers and students of
Spanish.
Provides researchers and military historians with a
useful reference to the most important literature
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written in the US and Europe on this subject.
Because all wars in the twenty-first century are
potentially global wars, the centenary of the first global
war is the occasion for reflection. This volume offers an
unprecedented account of the lives, stories, letters,
games, schools, institutions (such as the Boy Scouts
and YMCA), and toys of children in Europe, North
America, and the Global South during the First World
War and surrounding years. By engaging with
developments in Children’s Literature, War Studies,
and Education, and mining newly available archival
resources (including letters written by children), the
contributors to this volume demonstrate how
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perceptions of childhood changed in the period.
Children who had been constructed as Romantic
innocents playing safely in secure gardens were
transformed into socially responsible children actively
committing themselves to the war effort. In order to
foreground cross-cultural connections across what had
been perceived as ‘enemy’ lines, perspectives on
German, American, British, Australian, and Canadian
children’s literature and culture are situated so that
they work in conversation with each other. The
multidisciplinary, multinational range of contributors to
this volume make it distinctive and a particularly
valuable contribution to emerging studies on the
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impact of war on the lives of children.
The English Language and Anglo-American Culture
Cumulated Index Medicus
Fascism, Aviation and Mythical Modernity
Modern European Military Fortifications, 1870-1950
Register of the Commissioned and Warrant Officers of
the United States Navy and Marine Corps and Reserve
Officers on Active Duty
Contemporary Cinema of Latin America
This monumental book offers a comprehensive history and
analysis of Republican political life during the Spanish Civil
War. Completed by Burnett Bolloten just before his death in
1987 and first published in English in 1991, The Spanish Civil
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War is the culmination of fifty years of dedicated and
painstaking research and is the most exhaustive study on the
subject in any language. It has been regarded as the
authoritative political history of the war and an indispensable
encyclopedic guide to Republican affairs during the Spanish
conflict. This new edition includes a new introduction by
Spanish Civil War scholar George Esenwein, an updated
bibliography featuring books on the Spanish Civil War
published since 1987, and seventy-three photos of the war's
participants.
Showcasing over sixty short stories, poems, speeches, and
articles, Aztlán and Viet Nam is the first anthology of Mexican
American writings about the U.S. war in Southeast Asia. The
words are startlingly frank, moving, and immensely powerful,
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as they call to our attention an important and neglected part
of U.S. history. Gathered from many little-known sources, the
works reflect both the soldiers' experience and the antiwar
movement at home. Taken together, they illustrate the
contradictions faced by the traditionally patriotic Mexican
American community, and show us the war and the
grassroots opposition to it from a new perspective—one that
goes beyond the familiar dichotomy of black and white
America. George Mariscal offers critical introductions and
provides historical background by identifying specific issues
which have not been widely discussed in relation to the war,
noting, for example, the potential for Chicano soldiers to
recognize their own ethnic and class identities in those of the
Vietnamese people. Drawing upon interviews with key
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participants in the National Chicano Moratorium Committee,
Mariscal analyzes the antiwar movement, the Catholic
Church, traditional Mexican American groups, and an
emerging feminist consciousness among Chicanas. Also
included are personal accounts: Norma Elia Cantú's
remembrance of her brother who died in combat, Bárbara
Renaud González's evocative poem about Chicanas on the
homefront, Alberto Ríos's and Naomi Helena Quiñonez's
moving poetry about the Wall, and the recollections of
Abelardo Delgado and others on the August 29, 1970
Moratorium.
Describe la época como una historia de los productos. Se
revisan los temas relevantes: condiciones e interrelaciones
técnicas, culturales y artísticas de finales del siglo XIX; la
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evolución del primer cine; la relación del cine con el teatro y
la literatura; las primeras estrellas, así como los inicios de los
diferentes géneros fílmicos como el cine monumental, el
western, las películas policiacas, la comedia, el melodrama.
The Neglected Poetry
Hitler's Airwaves
Chicano and Chicana Experiences of the War
From the Backs of Slaves to the Presidency
Britannica Enciclopedia Moderna
Diccionario Español-inglés

Una obra fundamental para comprender la guerra que
enfrentó el Paraguay con Argentina, Brasil y Uruguay.
Encounters with Jazz on Television in Cold War Era
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Portugal: 1954‒1974 explores the relationship between
jazz and television by investigating the experiences of
performers and producers in one of the last European
colonial states (Portugal) during a period of political and
social repression and global isolation. This new model of
systemic analysis reveals a paradoxical interrelationship
between state-controlled television and international
media industries, highlighting the space where these two
forces collide and locating television jazz production
within an important cultural milieu with a lasting impact
on Portuguese society. From the days of the first
feasibility studies for a proposed public television service
in 1954, to the military coup that overthrew the far-right
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Estado Novo regime in 1974, this book maps the
institutionalization of jazz in Portugal as a social and
musical practice, one that played a significant role in
fostering cultural diversity. It looks at the musicians,
repertoires, production processes, broadcasts, policies
and strategies that fuelled the launch of Radiotelevisão
Portuguesa (RTP) and the rise of television, an
indispensable new medium that granted Portuguese
people access to the wider world ‒ a world curated by
public television producers with individual cultural,
political and aesthetic attitudes to influence the
dissemination of jazz. In exploring the connections
between these national and international jazz scenes,
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Encounters with Jazz on Television in Cold War Era
Portugal: 1954‒1974 addresses opportunities for indepth comparison of the Portuguese experience with that
of other countries, situating Cold War era Portuguese
television jazz broadcasting as part of a bigger, still
unwritten story.
Includes section, "Recent book acquisitions" (varies:
Recent United States publications) formerly published
separately by the U.S. Army Medical Library.
The Mayan in the Mall
El Libro
Studies in Genealogy and Family History in Tribute to
Charles Evans on the Occasion of His Eightieth Birthday
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Alphabetically Arranged, with an Index of Subjects
A Catalogue of the Printed Books in the Library of the
Honourable Society of the Middle Temple
This is an account of the range, dexterity and
ingenuity of Nazi public relations. In addition to
obvious historical interest, this is the authors'
complete discography of 500 commercial and
propaganda recordings, with text of the insidious
lyrics.
.
This book focuses on a selection of internationally
known Latin American films. The chapters are
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organized around national categories, grounding the
readings not only in the context of social and political
conditions, but also in those of each national film
industry. It is a very useful text for students of the
region's cultural output, as well as for students of film
studies who wish to learn more about the innovative
and often controversial films discussed.
Register of the Commissioned and Warrant Officers of
the United States Navy and Marine Corps
Current List of Medical Literature
Catalog of Copyright Entries
Congressional Record
The Inside Story of Nazi Radio Broadcasting and
Propaganda Swing
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Its Impact on Spanish Language and Society

La guerra di CharleyDiccionario EspañolinglésMerriam-Webster
A detailed account of the war describes Republican
political life during the period and recounts the rise
of the Spanish Communist Party
The English Language and Anglo-American Culture:
Its Impact on Spanish Language and Society
explores the effects of globalisation on Spanish
language and society. It analyses the impact of the
English language and Anglo-American culture on
Spanish language and culture. This book compiles
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four different studies that provide evidence of the
increasingly pervasive presence of English in
Spanish daily life. The areas covered include:
analyses of shop windows from different shopping
centres in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Spain, which
display Christmas greetings in English, rather than
Spanish; exploration of some of the most
frequently used techniques to translate the titles of
Anglo-American films; a study of the use of
anglicisms in the Spanish edition of the film
magazine Cahiers du Cinema; research on the
attitudes of a sample of Spanish students towards
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English; reflection on the emergence of a certain
sense of identity towards English and AngloAmerican culture among Spaniards; and some
activities that invite reflection on the issues dealt
with throughout the book.
Third series
Supplement ...
Catalog of the Foreign Relations Library
A Selective Annotated Bibliography
A Checklist
La guerra de la triple alianza II
Reference tool for Rare Books Collection.
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Si alguien puede hablar de música con la
documentación de un investigador, la pasión de un
novelista y el amor por la anécdota de un fan, ése es
Ted Gioia. Tras su monumental Historia del Jazz
(1977), ahora invita al lector a un viaje desde las
plantaciones del Mississippi, donde nació el blues,
para irse “a husmear un tiempo por Memphis y
establecerse al fin en Chicago” (Peter Guralnick).
Veremos cómo el blues “tuvo un hijo al que le
llamaron rock and roll” (Muddy Waters), y cómo dejó
sentir su influencia sobre varias generaciones de
músicos, empezando por Elvis Presley. El meticuloso
trabajo de campo del autor (“para entender no sólo a
los músicos, sino a su música”, Boston Globe) le
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permite además trazar con pulso firme el entorno
económico, social y racial de unos músicos que
conquistaron el mundo desde el peldaño más bajo.
Ted Gioia, músico, compositor, crítico, historiador,
profesor, pianista y productor de jazz, se crió en
California, y comenzó a dar clases de jazz en la
Universidad de Stanford antes incluso de licenciarse.
Es autor de más libros sobre este género: "The
Imperfect Art: Reflections on Jazz and Modern
Culture", ganador del premio ASCAP-Deems Taylor, y
West Coast Jazz, publicado en 1998.
Flying and the pilot were significant metaphors of
fascism's mythical modernity. Fernando Esposito
traces the changing meanings of these highly
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charged symbols from the 1909 air show in Brescia,
to the sky above the trenches of the First World War
to the violent ideological clashes of the interwar
period. The book analyzes a multitude of speakers in
the aviation discourse ranging from Aby Warburg
and Gabriele D'Annunzio, over the Futurists and
Ernst Jünger to the Fascists proper. Esposito shows
how the flyer came to symbolize not only New Man
and the new eternal time the Fascists were striving
for but also the conflicts underlying modernity itself.
Dictionary Catalog of the Rare Book Division
Cien años de cine
... Catalogue of Printed Books
Aztlán and Viet Nam
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Blues
1954-1974

From the Backs of Slaves To The Presidency The
journey - over five generations - of one Southern,
Afro-American family as they witness, and rejoice
in, the shift in American culture and mores over
that time span. Arthur L. Sanders
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's
premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data licensing
platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and
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mobile entertainment issues and trends.
In Italy and the Cultural Politics of World War I,
well-known scholars of history, political science,
film, literature, and cultural studies explore the
impact that the Great War had on twentiethcentury culture and the enduring legacy of the
cultural products that it engendered.
boletín bibliográfico de la Librería de la Vda. de
Ch. Bouret
Proceedings and Debates of the ... Congress
Encounters with Jazz on Television in Cold War
Era Portugal
Desde los orígenes hasta su establecimiento
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como medio : 1895 - 1924 / [trad. de Claudia
Luna]. Vol. 1
Globalization, Development, and the Making of
Modern Guatemala
Register of Commissioned and Warrant Officers
of the United States Navy and Marine Corps
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